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Dear 

You are invited to the 

adventure of a lifetime!

See inside for more details…

What if… 
 one day… 
  maybe today… 
   an invitation arrived?
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new

What goes with ‘adventure’?

risk

danger
uncomfortable

wild

safe

unknown

explore

journey

fear

daring
bold

comfort

dull

familiar
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If I could change one thing in the world, 
it would be…

fairness
Fill in a bubble 
for people in your 
family as well.

human rights

wars

schools

money

peace

health

pizza flavours
slavery

more chocolate Christmas every day

?

?

?

?



Hang on a minute!
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Who’s the invitation from? 

 (Go to page 16)

How did the 
invitation get here? 

 (Go to page 12)
Where’s this 
adventure to?

 (Go to page 10)

Why me?

 (Go to page 6)
Who else is going?

  (Go to page 8)
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I have questions!

When you’ve ticked off all the questions, Go to page 22

How much 
will it cost?

 (Go to page 14)
I’m not going anywhere! 

(Put this book away)

Another question of your own:

 Tick here when answered
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